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if something is done on a like for like basis it generally means that it is done based on two causes items of the same nature it s a term
generally used in retail industry check this the meaning of like is to feel attraction toward or take pleasure in enjoy how to use like in a
sentence like vs as usage guide love enjoy don t like hate verb ing i like sleeping this is an example of the verb like verb ending in ing
this rule of like verb ing also applies to other similar liking verbs such as love enjoy don t like hate synonyms for like want enjoy love feel
like fancy relish welcome care for antonyms of like dislike hate loathe detest refuse abhor reject decline like means similar to we often
use it with verbs of the senses such as look sound feel taste seem my sister is like my mother my sister and my mother are similar i think
this tastes like coconut that looks like marco s car he seems like a nice man they mean the same the to infinitive or the ing form can be
used after the verb like i like to watch tv i like watch ing tv i enjoy watching tv in british english there is sometimes a difference between
like doing and like to do i like doing something means i enjoy it find 127 different ways to say like along with antonyms related words
and example sentences at thesaurus com definition of like verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more we use would like or d like to offer something to someone in a polite way
or to ask them to do something politely requests or politely to say what we want we use the to infinitive form of verbs that follow like
countable and uncountable plural likes sometimes as the likes of someone similar to a given person or something similar to a given
object a comparative a type a sort there were bowls full of sweets chocolates and the like it was something the likes of which i had never
seen before to like someone or something do you like pasta synonyms and examples like to or like ing a full assessment of the similarities
and differences in meaning when like is followed by a to infinitive and gerund like definition of the same form appearance kind character
amount etc see examples of like used in a sentence find 3 706 synonyms for like and other similar words that you can use instead based
on 37 separate contexts from our thesaurus i like is used when you say about something you like generally eg i like apples i like coffee
etc i would like is used when you say about what you like at current situation for eg when you are in a restaurant club with your friend
and if he ask what did you need it occurs mainly in speech and informal writing like meaning 1 to enjoy something to get pleasure from
something often ing verb often followed by to verb 2 to regard something in a favorable way the english verb like in the present simple
tense like likes don t like doesn t like do you like does he like example sentences and questions with like like to definition and meaning
collins english dictionary summary definitions synonyms pronunciation collocations conjugations sentences grammar definition of like to
like to in american english dialectal nearly almost he like to broke the door down see full dictionary entry for like webster s new world
college dictionary 4th edition a1 to enjoy or approve of something or someone i like your new haircut do you like fish i like it when a
book is so good that you can t put it down i quite like wine but i could live without it he s very well liked popular at work slang transitive
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to fancy to be romantically or sexually attracted to do you just like her or do you like like her usage notes edit used by children and
teenagers to distinguish between liking someone as a friend and fancying them it s far less blunt than simply saying fancy
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meaning of the phrase like to like english vocabulary May 20 2024
if something is done on a like for like basis it generally means that it is done based on two causes items of the same nature it s a term
generally used in retail industry check this

like definition meaning merriam webster Apr 19 2024
the meaning of like is to feel attraction toward or take pleasure in enjoy how to use like in a sentence like vs as usage guide

like verb ing like infinitive woodward english Mar 18 2024
love enjoy don t like hate verb ing i like sleeping this is an example of the verb like verb ending in ing this rule of like verb ing also
applies to other similar liking verbs such as love enjoy don t like hate

like synonyms 356 similar and opposite words merriam Feb 17 2024
synonyms for like want enjoy love feel like fancy relish welcome care for antonyms of like dislike hate loathe detest refuse abhor reject
decline

like grammar cambridge dictionary Jan 16 2024
like means similar to we often use it with verbs of the senses such as look sound feel taste seem my sister is like my mother my sister and
my mother are similar i think this tastes like coconut that looks like marco s car he seems like a nice man

grammar like to vs like english language learners Dec 15 2023
they mean the same the to infinitive or the ing form can be used after the verb like i like to watch tv i like watch ing tv i enjoy watching
tv in british english there is sometimes a difference between like doing and like to do i like doing something means i enjoy it
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127 synonyms antonyms for like thesaurus com Nov 14 2023
find 127 different ways to say like along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

like verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 13 2023
definition of like verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more

like english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 12 2023
we use would like or d like to offer something to someone in a polite way or to ask them to do something politely requests or politely to
say what we want we use the to infinitive form of verbs that follow

like wiktionary the free dictionary Aug 11 2023
like countable and uncountable plural likes sometimes as the likes of someone similar to a given person or something similar to a given
object a comparative a type a sort there were bowls full of sweets chocolates and the like it was something the likes of which i had never
seen before

like 102 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jul 10 2023
to like someone or something do you like pasta synonyms and examples

like to or like ing similarities and differences in meaning Jun 09 2023
like to or like ing a full assessment of the similarities and differences in meaning when like is followed by a to infinitive and gerund
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like definition meaning dictionary com May 08 2023
like definition of the same form appearance kind character amount etc see examples of like used in a sentence

what is another word for like wordhippo Apr 07 2023
find 3 706 synonyms for like and other similar words that you can use instead based on 37 separate contexts from our thesaurus

phrase requests i like to vs i d like to english Mar 06 2023
i like is used when you say about something you like generally eg i like apples i like coffee etc i would like is used when you say about
what you like at current situation for eg when you are in a restaurant club with your friend and if he ask what did you need

like definition meaning britannica dictionary Feb 05 2023
it occurs mainly in speech and informal writing like meaning 1 to enjoy something to get pleasure from something often ing verb often
followed by to verb 2 to regard something in a favorable way

like likes don t like doesn t like woodward english Jan 04 2023
the english verb like in the present simple tense like likes don t like doesn t like do you like does he like example sentences and
questions with like

like to definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 03 2022
like to definition and meaning collins english dictionary summary definitions synonyms pronunciation collocations conjugations
sentences grammar definition of like to like to in american english dialectal nearly almost he like to broke the door down see full
dictionary entry for like webster s new world college dictionary 4th edition
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like 意味 cambridge 英語辞書での定義 Nov 02 2022
a1 to enjoy or approve of something or someone i like your new haircut do you like fish i like it when a book is so good that you can t put
it down i quite like wine but i could live without it he s very well liked popular at work

like like wiktionary the free dictionary Oct 01 2022
slang transitive to fancy to be romantically or sexually attracted to do you just like her or do you like like her usage notes edit used by
children and teenagers to distinguish between liking someone as a friend and fancying them it s far less blunt than simply saying fancy
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